
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 
GROOMING KIT

Model: GS5

USER MANUAL
Please read the instructions before use and keep for future reference.
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INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on your purchase and welcome to Memorism!

To fully bene�t from the support that Memorism offers, please register 
your product at www.mymemorism.com/register

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
When using an electrical appliance  basic precautions should always 
be observed, including the following.

DANGER:
To reduce the risk of electric shock:

1. Do not reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug it 
    immediately from the power outlet.

2. Do not use while bathing or in the shower.

3. Do not place or drop into water or other liquid.

4. Do not place or store this appliance where it can fall or be pulled 
    into a tub or sink.

5. Except when charging, always unplug this appliance from the 
    electrical outlet immediately after use.

6. Unplug this appliance before cleaning.

WARNING:
To reduce the risk of burns, �re, electric shock or injury:

1. This appliance is for household use only.

2. The appliance should never be left unattended when it is powered 
    on. 

3. The appliance is not to be used by persons (including children) with 
    reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience 
    and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction. 
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4. Children should not play with this appliance.

5. Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this 
    manual.

6. Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.

7. Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if 
    it is not working properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or 
    if it has been dropped into water.

8. Never drop or insert any object into any of the appliance's openings.

9. Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are 
    being used, or where oxygen is being administered.

10. Keep the appliance dry.

11. Make sure the cord is disconnected from the groomer stand when 
      not in use.

12. Do not use this appliance with a damaged or broken cutter unit 
      as injury may occur. Always make sure blades are aligned properly. 

13. Do not use an extension cord or a voltage converter with this 
      appliance.

14. Do not wrap the cord around the appliance.

15. The power unit is intended to be correctly oriented in a vertical 
      or table-mounted position. 

16. If power supply unit is damaged, it should be replaced with new 
      power supply unit available from the manufacturer. Please contact 
      customer support for further instructions. 

17. Warning: Class A equipment is intended for use in an industrial 
      environment. 
      In the documentation for the user, a statement shall be included 
      drawing attention to the fact that there may be potential dif�culties 
      in ensuring electromagnetic compatibility in other environments, 
      due to conducted as well as radiated disturbances.
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BEFORE USE

Before using your personal groomer for the �rst time, charge the unit 
for 8 hours to get better performance.

1. Connect the power adapter cord to the grooming body.

2. Plug into electrical outlet.

3. The indicator light illuminates when charging.

SPECIFICATIONS

Product Name: Multi-Functional Grooming Kit
Product Model: GS5
Power: AC 100-240V 50/60Hz
Motor: DC 3V
Charging Time: 120 minutes
Work Time: 90 minutes
Battery Type: 600mAh Li-ion
Weight: 5 oz
Size: 7 x 1.8 x 1.5 inches
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Foil shaver attachment

Full size trimmer attachment

Precision trimmer attachment

Nose & ear trimmer attachment

Body hair trimmer attachment

Six guide combs
(a-f: 12mm, 9mm, 6mm, 4.5mm, 3mm, 1.5mm)

Four body hair guards
(g-j:1mm, 2mm, 4mm, 6mm)
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ON/OFF switch

Charging indicator light

LED display

Power adapter

Charging stand base

Hairdressing Cape

Cleaning brush

Lubricating oil
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4. Your personal groomer cannot be overcharged. However, if the 
    product is not going to be used for an extended period time 
    (2-3months), unplug it from power and store. Fully recharge your 
    personal groomer when you would like to use it again.

5. To preserve the life of your batteries, let them run out every six 
    months then recharge for 14-16 hours.

TRAVEL-LOCK FUNCTION

Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds to turn on the travel-
lock for the clipper, the lock icon �ashes to indicate the groomer 
locked. Press and hold again for 3 seconds to turn-off the travel-lock.

HOW TO USE

Attaching and Removing the Attachments

1. Before changing attachments, make sure the appliance is switched 
    off.

2. Grab the sides of the attachment and align the position of A and 
    B, pull out to remove and press in to attach. (Figure 1-5) 

FIG.1 FIG.2A

B



To De�ne the Beard / Moustache Line (Figure 6)

1. Attach the full-size trimmer.

2. Hold the personal groomer with the full-size trimmer blade facing 
    you. 

3. Start with edge of beard /moustache line and gently lower the 
    trimmer blade onto your skin. Use motions toward the edge of the 
    beard/moustache line to trim to desired locations in facial area and 
    away from beard in neck area.
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FIG.3 FIG.4

FIG.5 FIG.6



To Cut Hair (Figure 7)

1. Attach the full-size trimmer.

2. Attach a guide comb to the full-size trimmer. If you are trimming 
    for the �rst time, start with the maximum trim length setting.

3. Turn the unit on.

4. Place the �at top of the trimmer comb against the skin.

5. Slowly slide the personal groomer through the hair. Repeat from 
    different directions as necessary.

6. If hair builds up in the trimmer comb during the trimming process, 
    switch the unit off, pull off the comb and brush/rinse off.

Attaching and Removing the Guide Combs

1. When changing combs, put the head in place �rst then snap the
    comb into place. (Figure 8-9)
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2. There are 6 guide combs with 6 lengths as below:

3. Remove the guide comb from back as pictured below. (Figure 10)

To Trim Sideburns (Figure 11)

1. Attach the full-size trimmer.

2. Hold the personal groomer with full size trimmer blade facing you. 

3. Start with edge of sideburn, and with the trimmer blades resting 
    lightly against your skin, use motions towards edge of side burn 
    line to trim to desired locations in facial area.
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To Remove Hair from Nose and Ear (Figure 12)

1. Attach nose and ear trimmer.

2. Insert the personal groomer gently into nostril or ear.

3. Gently move the groomer in and out of the nostril or ear and at the 
    same time rotate.

4. Avoid inserting the cutting unit more than ¼ inch into your nostril 
    or ear to prevent injury.

To Shave Beard (Figure 13)

1. Attach the foil shaver trimmer.

2. Hold the groomer so the micro shaver gently touches your face at 
    a 45-degree angle.

3. Use short well-controlled movements to shave around your beard
    / moustache. Use you free hand to stretch your skin. This encourages 
    the hair to stand upright, making it easier to shave.

NOTE: The foil shaver was designed to shave the detail areas around 
your beard/moustache/sideburns, it was not designed to shave your 
entire face for a close comfortable shave.
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To Remove Hair from Eyebrows (Figure 14)

1. Attach the precision trimmer.

2. Gently guide the cutting unit to remove stray, unwanted hairs along 
    the eyebrow line or protruding from the eyebrow itself.

To Trim Styling Hair (Figure 15)

1. Attach the precision trimmer.

2. To trim the hair in the ef�cient way, remove what shape you want.
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FIG.14

FIG.15



To Trim Body Hair (Figure 16-17)

1. Attach the body trimmer.

2. You can attach the body hair guards 
    of desired length to trim body hair. 
    Grab the sides of guard and align the 
    position of one side then press another 
    side to the position until it clicks. Pull 
    out from one side �rst to remove it.

3. Remove hair as the picture below shows.
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Tips for Best Results

Beard, moustache and sideburn hairs 
should be dry before trimming.

Avoid using lotions before using your 
personal groomer. Comb your hair in 
the direction that it grows naturally.

Remove guide combs if you are de�ning hairline edges, such as 
sideburns, or you are trimming the nape of your neck and beard line 
on the front of the neck. 

FIG.16

FIG.17

CLEANING, CARE AND MAINTENANCE

1. Always clean grooming attachments regularly to ensure maximum 
    performance and longer operating life.

2. When cleaning the appliance separate the appliance as shown in 
    the image below. Use the cleaning brush to clear dust or hair in 
    inside parts. (�gure 18)

3. Only the guide comb attachment, body hair guard attachment 
    and trimmer blade may be removed from the product for cleaning.



BATTERY REMOVAL

The battery must be removed from the appliance before it is scrapped 
or thrown away. The battery is to be disposed of safely a ccording to 
local laws and regulations.

NOTE: Lift the battery out of the housing by using a scissor to cut 
down the connection between the body and the power line. Twist the 
connecting wires until they break. (�gure 19)

4. Cleaning should only be done with 
    a soft brush, such as the brush 
    supplied with the product.

5. Only use the light grade oil supplied 
    or sewing machine oil on the blades.

6. Do not use harsh or corrosive 
    cleaning materials on the units or 
    their blades.

7. Do not submerge in water as damage will occur.

8. Always store this appliance and cord in a moisture free area. Do 
    not store it in temperatures exceeding 140oF (60oC).

9. Do not wrap the cord of the charging adaptor around the appliance.
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FIG.18

FIG.19
1. Unplug groomer from the outlet to 
    avoid risk of electrical shock.

2. Remove rear groomer cover by �rst 
    prying the rubber panel from the 
    product with a �at head screwdriver.

3. Next, pry the back panel from the 
    product with a �at head screwdriver. 
    This will expose the batteries.
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4. With wire cutters, clip the wires leading to the batteries.

5. Remove the batteries from the product. Contact your local 
    authorities for proper disposal.

6. Do not burn or mutilate the batteries as they may burst or release 
    toxic materials. Do not short-circuit the battery as this may cause 
    burns.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Memorism warrants Men’s Grooming Set GS5 for 1 year from the date 
of purchase. For more information, please visit 
www.mymemorism.com/warranty. 

What's covered?

Defects due to faulty materials and/or workmanship of the product.

What's not covered?

1. Damage caused by the owner when attempting to �x or altering 
    the product by himself or herself.

2. Damage caused by misuse, abuse, neglect, alterations or 
    unauthorized repair.

3. Natural depreciation.

Warranty Period

Warranty becomes effective from the date of original purchase and 
will last for 1 year.

Who's covered?

This limited warranty is only effective for the original purchaser. It is 
non-transferable.

How to request warranty services?

To obtain the bene�t of this warranty, please email 
support.mymemorism.com. Our customer service team will address 
your issue as soon as possible!  
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